Welcome to Michigan, experience our four seasons of wonder.
Life takes shape with the gentle renewal of another season.
Spend calm, sunny days walking amidst colorful spring blossoms.
Say goodnight to striking sunsets over calm, blue waters.
Enjoy the summer sun sailing on one of our great lakes, or one of 11,000 inland lakes.
Stroll along our white sandy beaches, for miles and miles.
Tee off to a golfer’s paradise with over 800 courses to choose from.
Get out that old fishing pole and claim some fresh salmon, trout, perch, or walleye for starters.
As summer shifts to autumn, watch our trees explode into fields of flame.
Harvest a good time at one of the many cider mills or orchards across the state.
Taste the fruits of our labors at over 50 wineries.
Snowfall brings fast-paced activities from snowboarding, to skiing on freshly groomed ski runs, to snowmobiling on more than 6,000 interconnected trails.
Our temperatures may drop, but life doesn’t stop.
Another season of wonder is just beginning.
Michigan, a great place to live, work, and play!